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Tax Dispute Alert - Kazakhstan
This summer our PwC Kazakhstan Tax Dispute resolution team was very successful.

In brief

Below is a brief description of cases won during summer 2014

1. DTTs

and services

provided by

non-residents

August 2014: FMCG

company

The tax authority alleged the

Company wrongly applied the

exemption in the double tax

treaty (DTT) with Switzerland

regarding Kazakh sourced

income of a non-resident from

provision of consulting services

without creation of a permanent

establishment (PE) in

Kazakhstan.

The tax authority

assessed withholding

tax (WHT) and 100%

penalties and fines, in

total around USD 13

million.

2. DTTs

and allocation

of general and

administrative

expenses to a

branch based

on

proportional

allocation

method

July – August 2014:

branch of a

multinational

service provider

We demonstrated that general

and administrative expenses of

the Head office were incurred

for the Branch and, therefore,

were not deducted twice. We

also showed the proportional

allocation method was applied

correctly.

CIT, penalty and fines

involved were apprx

USD 13 million.

3. DTTs

and capital

gains

June 2014:

transaction between

non-residents on

sale of participation

in Kazakhstan oil

and gas company

The Austria company was

allowed to apply the WHT

exemption in accordance with

the DTT. However, Kazakh tax

legislation contains provisions

for a WHT refund. The situation

was complicated by payment

over several years and included

a share payment. We assisted in

calculation of tax, submission of

refund documentation, tax audit

and meeting with the tax

authorities.

USD 1.6 million to be

refunded to the

taxpayer
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Recent court decisions regarding tax inspections

We made this analysis for our clients to help them to understand the potential risks within the tax inspections. We

hope that lessons learnt will help to avoid those problems.

Note: The decisions below are available for public access in Supreme Court online resources

Name Issue Description of situation Lessons learnt

1. Large company in direct

sales

1. No CIT

deduction for

marketing

expenses

The Company paid bonuses and

provided sales discounts to sellers

for their promotion of goods to

final consumers. The Company

classified the payments as

marketing expenses. The tax

authority denied a CIT deduction

due to lack of supporting

documentation and absence of

actual payments. Thus, there was

lack of understanding of direct sale

business from tax authorities side.

Companies should

carefully describe

transactions related to

direct sales in their

marketing policies.

Taxpayers should take

into account the

beneficial ownership

concept in DTTs and

comply with

Kazakhstan legislation

with respect to tax

residency certificates.

2. No CIT

deduction for

once-off fees

Once-off fees were treated as non-

CIT deductible by the tax

authorities as they were not

considered as payment for

marketing expenses in the

Company’s policies ie the Company

did not have supporting

documentation to substantiate the

fees as payment for marketing

services.

3. Beneficial owner

of royalty

payments

The Company paid royalties to a

Dutch company which on-paid the

amounts to a Company registered in

Luxembourg. The Dutch company

worked only with the Kazakh

Company. The tax authorities

applied the beneficial ownership

concept and imposed 15% tax with

no possibility to decrease it in

accordance with the DTT between

Kazakhstan and Netherlands.

4. Tax residency

certificates for

application of DTT

During a tax audit of 2005 and

2006 held in 2010 – 2011 the tax

authorities requested the Company

to provide tax residency certificates.

They were issued and dated at later
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dates. The authorities did not accept

these certificates in accordance with

the Tax Code.

2. Company-

representative of

construction industry

Deduction of

management,

general and

administrative

expenses (G&A)

The Branch deducted G&A expenses

allocated by the Head Office. In

order to substantiate these expenses

the Tax Committee sent a request to

the Ministry of Finance of Turkey

(MFT). According to the initial

response G&A were not allocated to

the Branch so the Kazakh tax

authorities denied a deduction.

However, the MFT initiated an

additional review which identified

that the Head office allocated all

G&A expenses to projects in

Kazakhstan.

In appealing tax audit

results, information

provided both by the

Branch and its head

Office should be taken

into account. The tax

authorities of different

countries

communicate to

confirm information

provided by the

taxpayers.

3. Large company from

energy industry

supporting the

exploration and

production of natural

resources

1.Deductibility of

G&A expenses for

1994 - 1998

The tax authority denied a

deduction for G&A expenses due to

the absence of primary

documentation held by the Head

Office.

(i) Taxpayers

should have

supporting

documentation for

deduction of G&A

expenses even though

expenses were

incurred by the Head

Office and allocated to

the Branch.

(ii) Both form and

substance of

agreements should be

taken into account.

2. Additional

assessment of CIT

in relation to

forgiveness of

liability

The Company had accounts payable

to the Operator of the project in

2005 prior sale of shares.

According to the sale agreement,

accounts payable transferred to the

buyers of shares proportionally

based on the number of shares

bought, i.e. the Company had no

more debts. The tax authorities

treated this as taxable income from

debt forgiveness.

4. Company-

representative of oil and

gas industry

Income of non-

resident in a form

of capital gains

from shares

Co A (Netherlands) made a gain on

shares in Co Finance B.V. sold to

another Dutch company. Co

Finance B.V. was the indirect owner

Capital gains from

transactions between

non-residents where

the seller indirectly
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disposal of 100% of shares in a Kazakh

subsurface user-company. The

application for a WHT refund was

refused as the tax authorities believe

KZ has taxing rights for capital

gains received by both direct and

indirect owners of such shares. The

Ministry of Finance and courts

support this position.

owns a significant

participation in

Kazakh oil and gas

companies are taxed in

Kazakhstan.

5. Consortium created for

development of Large

project in Kazakhstan

Tax residency

certificate for

application of

double tax treaty

The non-resident submitted an

application for a withholding tax

refund in accordance with the DTT

with Italy. The tax authority pointed

to the absence of the word

“certificate” in the title of the tax

residency certificate which also did

not directly confirm that the

Company is resident of Italy.

However, the court stated the Tax

Code does not require naming the

type of document and it was issued

by the competent authority of Italy

for the periods when the income

was received by the non-resident.

For DTT purposes the

tax residency

certificate should be

issued by the

competent state

authority in the

relevant period. There

is no requirement to

name the type of

document according to

Kazakh tax legislation

or the DTT.
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